
DONALD TRUMP: THE
JAMAICA JERKOFF
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Seriously, this asshole with a dead ferret on
his head thinks he is going to run for
President? Of the United States? Um, no. And why
supposedly credible news organizations are
giving this crapola one fleeting second of
credibility not only beggars comprehension, but
proves what pathetic swamp sludge the
traditional media in the United States have
become.

Oh, not to mention that the Republican party,
who apparently takes Trump at face value (which
given the ferret on his head and multiple
bankruptcies is a value somewhere less than
zero), is on the crazy train too.

So, where is The Donald from? What does HIS
birth certificate show? Well, it demonstrates
that he is from Jamaica. That’s right, the loud
mouth clown with a ferret toupee is from
Jamaica. Sure, it may look like it is Jamaica
New York as opposed to the country of Jamaica;
but, seriously, without seeing the REAL
certificate – you know, the one NOBODY HAS EVER
SEEN – how is anybody to know??
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Jamaica. Uh huh. Sure. The Donald has been
smokin some large spliff mon.

[The most awesome graphic up top is courtesy of
the one, the only, DARKBLACK. If you do not know
DB, he is a looong time friend of both
Emptywheel and Firedoglake, and does brilliant
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work and is in to some superb music to boot.
Check out the DarkBlack blog]

[PS – Yes, I could have gone with the original
Elton John version of Jamaica Jerkoff, but I
thought this version by The Pioneers was teh
awesome]

SCOTT BLOCH HEADED
TO PRISON
Former Bush Special Counsel Scott Bloch’s
attempt to get out of his guilty plea has been
denied and he will be sentenced to prison today.

F1 TRASH: CIRCUS
STARTS ANEW, 50
YEARS ON FROM THE
YANKEE CHAMPION
Welcome to the start of the 2011 Formula One
season. Today we look at the state of the F1
circus at the start of the campaign and take a
look back at the memorable 1961 championship
season for Phil Hill as well.

REAL REASON FOR US
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DEFICIT: GE GREED-
$14.2B PROFIT, $0 TAX
For all the caterwauling from the right, and
stupifyingly from the Obama Administration and
Blue Dog left as well, the real reason the
United States has the sizable deficit issues it
does is due in large part to the fact
corporations like GE make billions in profit and
pay no taxes.

DOJ’S NEW MIRANDA
POLICY BETRAYS
CONSTITUTION &
POWER OF JUDICIARY
The Obama Administration has sought to
improperly alter Constitutional Miranda rights
by administrative decree.

KILLER: A TRIBUTE TO
MY NEIGHBOR ALICE
I have some pretty cool souls in my ‘hood. And
more than one rock star. But none bigger than
Alice Cooper. He is actually much different that
most people think; a great father, a community
leader in several ways (some pretty public, some
not really known as well), producer of the
spring play for the local grade school, and a
guy I often have seen at school functions where
our kids go.
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Oh, and he has been one kick ass rock and roll
motherfucker since, well, a long, long time ago.
First time I saw him, I was a kid and my mother,
who was a high school teacher, took me to a
school dance where a band called the Spiders
played. They went on to become Alice Cooper and
the Billion Dollar Babies.

Tonight Alice was inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame. Long overdue. Cheers and
salute dude!

MR. PJ CROWLEY,
OBAMA & FIREDOGLAKE
Bald faced craven comedy AND a dedicated shout
out to Firedoglake during our membership drive,
what else could you ask for from a Torturer-in-
Chief?

FDL MEMBERSHIP: THE
VALUE OF THE
FIREDOGLAKE LEGAL
TEAM
Firedoglake has some of the greatest legal
reporting and analysis in media today, and you
are a part of it. But the enterprise cannot work
without you. You are already a part of
Firedoglake, make it official by becoming a
contributing member. Join the greatest show in
the blogosphere today!
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NYT’S SELECTIVE PRESS
PROSECUTION OUTRAGE
DOESN’T INCLUDE
WIKILEAKS
The stridence of the New York Times editorial
page against the Turkish Erdogan government
actions contrasted with the silence toward the
domestic Obama government actions regarding
WikiLeaks is telling.

WIKILEAKS: COURT
UPHOLDS US SUBPOENA
FOR TWITTER RECORDS
The court has u
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